Did I plagiarise?

Yes!

Are you CONFIDENT that your ideas are your own OR that
they are so obviously common knowledge (like the fact that
the earth is round) that you didn’t need to cite any sources?

If you couldn’t answer ‘yes’ to ALL
of the questions to the right (even
if you answered ‘yes’ to all but one),
then you are most likely in
violation of plagiarism standards.
Even if you didn’t mean to
plagiarise or you weren’t familiar
with all plagiarism standards, you
are held accountable. However, not
all plagiarism violations are treated
with the same severity. Some are
more severe than others and
repeated infractions, as with the
law, can cause harsher penalties.
Follow the chart below to
determine how you plagiarised
and how serious it is.

yes

If you’re confident that what you
have produced is entirely original –
in concept, style, structure,
phrasing, and everything else –
then you have not plagiarised. Or, if
you have used another’s ideas to
elaborate on or validate your own,
but you cite the original source
(and you provide all pertinent
information so that your reader
could locate the original source on
their own), then you are also free of
plagiarism violations.

Did you give credit to ALL original authors (including
yourself ) for any text you directly used?
Did you give credit to ALL original authors for any ideas,
interpretations, or words you summarised or paraphrased,
even if you completely changed the wording?
Did you give credit to ALL original artists for any images,
graphics, style or layout you used or referred to?

Plagiarism-free means you have
recognised any and all individuals
or organisations that influenced
your work and that you have made
every effort to cite them according
to conventional citation practices.

Did you use a proper and recognised citation method OR
did you include enough citation information that a reader
could locate the original work on their own?

HOW SERIOUS IS IT?

Did you steal, copy,
or purchase
another’s entire
document and take
full credit for it being
your own?

No!

Did you copy large
portions (entire
paragraphs and
sections) of another’s
work and not give full
credit?

no

yes

Identity theft

Copycat

LEVEL 3

no

Did you duplicate
(re-use) your own
previous work in its
entirety and not cite
yourself?

yes

no

Self-plagiarism

Did you reuse
portions of your own
previous work and
not cite yourself?

yes

no

Recycle

Did you work with
others on your
assessment and
submit it as an
individual
assessment task?

yes

no

Free riding

Did you paraphrase
multiple sources and
stitch them together
without giving credit?

yes

no

Remix

Did you pick a few
terms and phrases to
change but keep the
rest of the text and
ideas from another’s
work relatively
unchanged without
giving credit?

yes

no

Cherry-pick

LEVEL 2
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Is your referencing or
attribution of
another’s work
unclear or
inadequate, or does it
contain numerous
errors?

yes

Inexperienced

LEVEL 1

